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“Both the public and governments are turning to nonprofits as an effective way to achieve social 
goals,” says Judith Maxwell, CPRN President. “Nonprofit organizations that operate in a 
supportive environment bring out the best in people and allow them to accomplish great things. 
That alone is not a bad argument for paying more attention to the shaping of this emerging 
sector.”  

Organizational and Supervisory Law in the Nonprofit Sector is the first of three research papers 
commissioned by CPRN to be published. Papers on the size and scope of the nonprofit sector 
and the tax treatment of nonprofits are the two other papers to be published this fall. Results of a 
CPRN Roundtable on these three papers and an overview study can be found in The Emerging 
Sector: In Search of a Framework.  

This working paper is a first step in the Nonprofit Sector Research Initiative of The Kahanoff 
Foundation. The Foundation has undertaken to fund research and public education activities that 
will improve the formal knowledge base about Canada’s nonprofit sector and will broaden the 
understanding of the role it plays in our civil society.  
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CPRN is a national not-for-profit research institute whose mission is to create knowledge and lead public 
debate on social and economic issues important to the well-being of Canadians, in order to help build a 
more just, prosperous and caring society.  
 
For more information on the publication, please contact: 
 
Peter Puxley, Director, Public Affairs, Tel: (613) 567-7500 ext. 2019 – E-mail: ppuxley@cprn.org
 

 
To download a free copy of the report visit our home page: http://www.cprn.org
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